FALL COMMENCEMENT

December 17, 2010

DEPARTMENT OF
CHEMICAL AND BIOMOLECULAR ENGINEERING

Graduation Ceremony and
Distribution of Diplomas

1011 Engineering Building I
North Carolina State University
Raleigh, North Carolina

1:30 – 2:30PM
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMICAL AND BIOMOLECULAR ENGINEERING
GRADUATION CEREMONY

Friday, December 17, 2010

Program

1:30 PM  Welcome and Introductory Remarks
Dr. Peter Fedkiw, Department Head

Introduction of the Faculty and Staff and Comments

Awarding of Diplomas

2:30 PM  Closing

Faculty and Staff

Sandra S. Bailey  Michael Flickinger  Robert M. Kelly  Gregory T. Reeves
Ken Beatty  Jan Genzer  Saad A. Khan  Stoyan Smoukov
Lisa G. Bullard  Christine S. Grant  Shirley Kow  Richard J. Spontak
Ruben G. Carbonell  Keith E. Gubbins  H. Henry Lamb  Alison J. Stieglitz
Joseph M. DeSimone  Carol K. Hall  P.K. Lim  Orlin D. Velev
Michael D. Dickey  Diane F. Harper  June W. McKoy  Rajani Verghese
Saundra L. Doby  Jason M. Haugh  David F. Ollis  Phillip R. Westmoreland
Angela Efimenko  Sheila M. Hayes  Russ O’Dell  Clarice A. Whitmarsh
Kirill Efimenko  Wesley A. Henderson  Gregory N. Parsons  Peggy C. Wilkins
Peter S. Fedkiw  Harold B. Hopfenberg  Steven W. Peretti  Hubert Winston
Richard M. Felder  Bharthi Javalkar  Behnam Pourdeyhimi  Ching-Kit Yeung
Jesse S. Jur
Doctor of Philosophy Recipients

Nathaniel Alexander Cain (S)  Joshua Lee Manasco
Advisor: Dr. George Roberts  Advisor: Dr. Saad Khan

Murat Cirit  Joshua Daniel Moore
Advisor: Dr. Jason Haugh  Advisor: Dr. Keith Gubbins

Derrick Lee Lewis (S)  Fei Shen (S)
Advisor: Dr. Robert Kelly  Advisor: Dr. Ruben Carbonell

Victoria Wagoner (S)
Advisor: Dr. Carol Hall

Master of Science Recipients

Joshua Lee Allen  Jocelyn Mauldin (D,S)
Oscar Ivan Bernal Zuniga  Joshua Patrick McClure
Paromita Bhattacharya (D,S)  Alexander R. Monson (D)
Xiaojing Cai  Wilfredo Morales (D)
Christina Kay Devine  Arpan Mukherjee
Claire Frazier (D,S)  Swetha Prakash (D)
Feng He (thesis)  Daniel M. Seo
Alina Kim-Thao Higham  Rachita Sharma
Heath Ellis Johnson  Xiaohang Sun
Do Han Kim  Elizabeth Anne Terrien (D)
Lu Liu  Kewei Xu

Bachelor of Science Graduates

Sam Houston Hodge  Daniel Keith Lawson
Matthew G. Hudson *  Andrew Mackin Moore **
Brandon W. Jones **  David Jose Rojas-Holmquist
Nicholas Parks King ***  Jonathan L. Sokash

Mariah Dolores Woodroof ***

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude
D – Distance Education  S – Summer Session
Student Accomplishments

Undergraduate

- Matthew G. Hudson – Minor in Food Science
- Brandon W. Jones – BS Paper Science and Engineering
- Nicholas Parks King – BS Paper Science and Engineering
- Daniel Keith Lawson – BS Paper Science and Engineering
- Andrew Mackin Moore – BS Paper Science and Engineering
- David Jose Rojas-Holmquist – BS Paper Science and Engineering
- Mariah Dolores Woodroof – BS Textile Engineering, FREEDM/NSF Undergraduate Research Grant, James J. Burns and C. A. Haynes Scholarship, NCSU College of Textiles Prestige Scholarship

Graduate

- Joshua Lee Allen – GSA Social Chair; SMART Fellowship; Graduate Recruiting Captain
- Oscar Ivan Bernal Zuniga – Graduate Recruiting Captain
- Christina Kay Devine – Dean’s Fellowship; GSA Secretary; Graduate Recruiting Captain
- Alina Kim-Thao Higham – Dean’s Fellowship; Vice President of GSA; Graduate Recruiting Captain
- Heath Ellis Johnson – Graduate Recruiting Captain
- Derrick Lee Lewis – Dean’s Fellowship; GAANN Biotechnology Fellowship
- Joshua Lee Manasco – Dean’s Fellowship; GAANN Electronic Materials Fellowship
- Joshua Patrick McClure – Dean’s Fellowship; SMART Fellowship; GSA Web Master; Graduate Recruiting Captain; second place in the student poster competition at the Electrochemical Society Meeting
- Joshua Daniel Moore – Dean’s Fellowship; GAANN Computational Science Fellowship; GSA Web Master; National Science Foundation East Asia and Pacific Summer Institute in China Fellow; North Carolina State Graduate Student Association Teaching Assistant Award; North Carolina State, Chemical Engineering, Graduate Student Association, Graduate Student Newsletter Editor
- Arpan Mukherjee – Best Poster Award at the Annual Review of the Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA) Meeting
- Victoria Wagoner – Biotechnology Training Program; GAANN Computational Science Fellowship; Graduate Recruiting Captain